(3) a. *Han gör läser/läsa boken nu.
he does reads/read book-DEF now b. *er leyent leyenen dos bukh yetst.
he reads read the book now Thus, since neither the Swedish example in 2a nor the Yiddish example in 2b has a gap, both might be thought to be instances of Left-Dislocation. However, we shall show that there is in fact evidence in both cases that Movement has taken place and that these are, therefore, instances of true Topicalization (cf. Källgren 1972 and Davis and Prince 1986 ), but with a lexically realized trace resulting in an effect of Copying.
Furthermore, we shall suggest that this Copying effect is crucially related to the movement of finite verbs.
Swedish Finite VP-Topicalization.
First, we shall present some general facts about the construction at issue here. As noted above, both the verb of the initial VP and the proform in the clause are tensed. In fact, either the past or the present may occur, but only when the same tense occurs on both verbs, as shown in 4:
(4) a. Läste boken gjorde han. read+PAST book-DEF did he 'Read the book he did.' b. * Läste boken gör han.
read+PAST book+DEF does he c. *Läser boken gjorde han.
reads book+DEF did he
In addition, VP-Topicalization as in 2a is impossible if the verb is ha 'have', vara 'be', or a modal, as shown in 5:
(5) a. *Har en Volvo gör han. has a Volvo does he b. *Är lycklig gör han.
is happy does he c. * Ska läsa boken gör han.
shall read book+DEF does he [1] We shall return to these facts below.
[2]
Contrast with Left-Dislocation: aspectual constraints.
Given that sentences like 2a seem to be single clauses, we note the apparent strangeness of the occurrence of two finite verbs in them, the finite verb in the initial VP and the finite proform gör 'does' in the clause. However, it must be pointed out that In 7, we see that VPs containing certain stative verbs, here kunna (NP) 'know (NP)', may not be topicalized with göra, whereas they may be left-dislocated with göra occurring as the finite verb in the clause. More generally, there seem to be (at least) two verbs göra 'do': one, shown in 2a and 7a, is a pro-VP for VPs not containing certain modal-like verbs, and the other, shown in 4 and 7b, is a kind of 'classifier' verb, a verb which takes an object NP det 'it', where det is coreferential with any VP so long as it does not contain a modal, 'have', or 'be'. [3] Note that the second, the transitive classifier verb, also occurs in sentences like 8, the In Left-Dislocation, however, the dislocated constituent is clearly outside the clause (i.e. the domain for Verb-Second), since the XP position must be filled by some other constituent, either the subject or a topicalized item, as shown in 11:
(11) a. Boken, han läser den nu.
book+DEF, he reads it now 'The book, he's reading it now.' b. Boken, den läser han nu.
'The book, it he's reading now.' c. Boken, nu läser han den.
'The book, now he's reading it.' d. *Boken, läser han den nu.
Returning to the case of initial VPs, we note that the initial VP in sentences like 2a prevents other constituents from occupying XP position, as shown in 12:
(12) a. *Läser boken, han gör nu.
reads book+DEF, he does now b. *Läser boken, nu gör han.
reads book+DEF now does he This shows that the initial VP in sentences like 2a is in fact itself occupying XP position, the position of topicalized constituents, not the pre-clausal position it would occupy if it were left-dislocated.
VP-Topicalization out of subordinate clauses.
We shall now argue that sentences like 2a are instances of Topicalization by showing that they behave like Topicalization with respect to island phenomena. As is well known, Topicalization out of certain subordinate clauses is generally difficult, though far less so in Swedish than in many other languages. (See Engdahl 1979 and papers in Engdahl and Ejerhed 1982.) Even in Swedish, however, it is sometimes clearly impossible, as shown in 13:
(13) a. Det är lugnt där han läser boken. it is quiet where he reads book+DEF 'It's quiet where he reads the book.'
b. *Boken är det lugnt där han läser. book+DEF is it quiet where he reads
That is, we see that Topicalization of the object boken 'the book' is impossible out of a free relative clause. Now consider 14:
(14) *Läser boken är det lugnt där han gör. reads book+DEF is it quiet where he does
In 14, we see that what we are calling VP-Topicalization behaves in fact like the more familiar kinds of Topicalization in that both are impossible out of certain types of subordinate clauses.
VP-Topicalization in subordinate clauses.
We shall now consider VP-Topicalization within subordinate clauses. As is well known, ordinary Topicalization is generally impossible in subordinate clauses in Swedish, as in the other continental Scandinavian languages as well as in German and Dutch. This is illustrated in 15:
(15) a. Det är bra att han läser boken. it is good that he reads book-DEF 'It's good that he's reading the book.' b. *Det är bra att boken läser han.
it is good that book-DEF reads he
If what we are calling VP-Topicalization is in fact Topicalization, then it too should be impossible in subordinate clauses; in fact, this is correct, as seen in 16:
(16)*Det är bra att läser boken gör han. it is good that reads book-DEF does he
Discourse function.
Finally, it is of interest to note that VP-Topicalization has the same discourse functions as other kinds of Topicalization. That is, the construction is highly marked and, therefore, has a restricted distribution. (Cf. Källgren 1972.) First, the topicalized constituent, whether VP or something else, evokes an entity (or activity) that is either already in the discourse model or else one that stands in a set relation, often contrastive, to other entities (or activities) in the discourse model, and, second, the tonically stressed constituent in the clause represents the new, focal information. In the case of VP-Topicalization, the tonic stress falls on the finite proform (or, in the case of negative sentences, on the negative word), and the new/focal information is the affirmation (or negation) of the proposition represented by the whole sentence. Put differently, the open proposition resulting from the replacement of the affirmation/negation by a variable (and, in the situation where the entity evoked by the topicalized constituent is in a relevant set relation, the replacement of that entity by the set) is taken to be 'old' information, information already known to the hearer, the new information being its affirmation or instantiation. For example, the felicitous utterance of 2a requires, minimally, that the speaker have a warrant for believing that the hearer already knows the open proposition in 17:
(17) He is/is-not reading the book now.
Cf. Prince 1981 , Ward 1985 , inter alia, for a discussion of the functions of the English analogs. Note that these facts follow naturally if what we are calling VPTopicalization in fact is Topicalization.
Summary of the Swedish evidence.
In sum, we have tried to show that sentences like 2a, although they have no gap, are in fact instances of Topicalization, since they are not Left-Dislocations, since they do not permit the Topicalization of other items in them, since they cannot occur out of subordinate clauses that do not permit other Topicalization, since they do not occur within subordinate clauses, and since they have the same discourse function as other Topicalization.
Yiddish Finite Verb-Topicalization.
We shall now turn to Yiddish and argue that sentences like 2b, although they have no gap, are likewise instances of Topicalization, although here we are dealing with Finite Verb-Topicalization rather than finite VP-Topicalization as in Swedish.
The initial 'infinitive' is a pseudo-infinitive.
In 2b above, the initial constituent, leyenen 'read', looks like the normal infinitive. However, if we consider cases where the finite verb is irregular, we see that this initial constituent is in fact not an infinitive, as shown in 18: In 18, since the stem of the finite verb differs from that of the infinitive, we can see that it is in fact not the infinitive that appears in initial position but rather the stem of the finite verb plus the infinitive suffix -(e)n. [4] (Cf. Waletzky 1980.) Such forms are unique to these constructions, occurring nowhere else in the language. This suggests strongly that they are formed not in the lexicon but in the syntax, the stem of the main finite verb being topicalized and combined with the infinitive suffix.
(See Davis and Prince 1986.) Actually, the most compelling evidence for the initial constituent being a pseudoinfinitive comes from a comment of one of our informants with respect to the verb hobn 'have'. (27) a. ikh ken a yidn vos iz a kabtsn. I know a guy that is a pauper b. *a kabtsn ken ikh a yidn vos iz. a pauper know I a guy that is
Here we see that Topicalization of the predicate nominative a kabtsn 'a pauper' is impossible out of a relative clause. Now consider 28:
(28) *iz+n ken ikh a yidn vos iz a kabtsn. is+INF know I a guy that is a pauper
In 28, we see that what we are calling Yiddish Verb-Topicalization, like Swedish VPTopicalization, is like ordinary Topicalization in that it cannot move constituents out of certain subordinate clauses.
Finite Verb-Topicalization in subordinate clauses.
As for Yiddish Verb-Topicalization within subordinate clauses, the parallelism with Swedish breaks down, although in entirely predictable ways. That is, unlike Swedish, Yiddish permits Topicalization in subordinate clauses, as shown in 29:
(29) a. ikh veys az er iz a kabtsn. I know that he is a pauper. b. ikh veys az a kabtsn iz er I know that a pauper is he Not surprisingly then, Verb-Topicalization in subordinate clauses is also possible, as shown in 30:
(30) ikh veys az iz+n iz er a kabtsn. I know that is+INF is he a pauper
Of course, this is not positive evidence that what we are calling Verb-Topicalization is in fact Topicalization, but it does not contradict that claim and it follows neatly from what is already known about Yiddish subordinate clauses (Maling and Zaenen 1981, Besten and Moed-van Walraven 1986 , Diesing, To appear).
Discourse function.
Not suprisingly, Finite Verb-Topicalization has the same discourse functions as more conventional types of Topicalization in Yiddish, analogous to, although not identical with, those of Swedish and English Topicalization. That is, the preposed constituent represents an entity/activity that is either already evoked in the discourse or else in a salient set-relation with entities/activities already evoked in the discourse, and the tonically stressed constituent in the clause marks the new/focal instantiation of an open proposition that is also already known. The main difference that is relevant here between Yiddish, on the one hand, and English and Swedish, on the other, is that, in Yiddish, the focal information need not be, and is in fact usually not, limited to the affirmation/negation of the whole proposition but may be represented by any constituent in the clause. Thus, for example, a natural prior context for 2b, with bukh 'book' tonically stressed, would be 31a, and 2b would then be construed as instantiating 31b:
(31) a. vos-zhe leyent er yetst? what-PRT reads he now 'What on earth is he reading now?' b. He is reading X now.
In any event, we note that the fact that sentences like 2b trigger the same inferences as Topicalization follows naturally if they in fact are Topicalization.
Summary of the Yiddish evidence.
The evidence from Yiddish, i.e. the pseudo-infinitive nature of the initial constituent, its occurrence in XP position, the behavior of the construction with respect to subordinate clauses, and its discourse functions, clearly supports the hypothesis that Yiddish Finite Verb-Topicalization, like Swedish Finite VPTopicalization, is in fact an instance of Topicalization.
Implications.
We shall now discuss briefly the possible implications of the facts that we have presented so far. Note that Swedish Finite VP-Topicalization and Yiddish Finite Verb-Topicalization share certain unusual properties. First, both are gapless but otherwise behave just like gap-containing sentences. Second, and most interestingly, both crucially involve finite verbs. This seems to suggest that it is the movement of a finite verb that is responsible for the lack of the expected gap.
One might think then that these constructions involve what was once thought of as Copying, in the sense of Ross 1967, as, for example, in Left-Dislocation, now of course generally taken to be base-generated. Note, however, that Ross' Copying was invoked expressly as a contrast to Movement, or 'Chopping', rules, of which Topicalization is a prime example. In particular, Ross' Copying rules did not obey island constraints, whereas Chopping rules did. In the present situation, we find an effect of Copying, but with all the constraints of Movement. What we seem to have here then is true copying, the movement of some item with the concomitant leaving behind of a lexically realized trace. In the case of Swedish Finite VPTopicalization, the whole finite VP is moved/copied, its trace being a finite pro-VP. In the case of Yiddish Finite Verb-Topicalization, what is moved/copied is the stem of the finite verb, its trace being phonologically and lexically identical to it. We leave unanswered the question of how the topicalized verb stem acquires an infinitive ending. Interestingly, Koopman (1983) reports similar facts in Vata, a language spoken in the Ivory Coast, where finite verbs appear to be topicalized, but with a resultant effect of copying rather than a gap. [6] This leads us to suspect that there is a general, perhaps universal, property of finite verbs, resulting in a constraint against their movement, regardless of their structural environment, where such movement would result in a gap.
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[1]When the finite verb is a modal, the following are possible:
(i) a. Läsa boken ska han. read book+DEF will he 'Read the book he will.' b. Läsa boken ska han göra. read book+DEF will he do 'Read the book he will do.'
See Källgren 1972 for arguments that sentences like ia,b have a derivation analogous to 2a.
[2]Parenthetically, we note that passives are very resistant to VP-Topicalization. With impersonal passives, fronting of the passive verb is marginal, so long as the proform has active morphology, as shown in i:
(i) a. Här dansas det. here dances+PASS it 'There's dancing here.' b. ?Dansas gör det här. dances+PASS does it here c. *Dansas görs det här. dances+PASS does+PASS it here And, if there is a (lexical) surface subject present, all VP-Topicalization is impossible, as shown in ii:
(ii) a. Soppan äts med sked. soup+DEF eats+PASS with spoon. 'The soup is eaten with a spoon.' b. *Äts med sked gör soppan.
eats+PASS with spoon does soup+DEF c. *Äts med sked görs soppan.
eats+PASS with spoon does+PASS soup+DEF
